HUNGARIAN MINORITY COMPLAINTS
AND WISHES NEVER ANSW ERED
BY

IMRE PROKOPY
r. Imre Vdrady, the only Senator representing the
500.000Magyars of Yugoslavia, on July 16th once more
called upon Premier Tzvetkovitch and again drew the
attention of the Head of Government to the grievances of the
Magyar minority which had so often been submitted but never
attended to, and to the legitimate wishes of that minority
which had so repeatedly been expressed. Varady noted that the
ministerial promises made on the occasion of previous pour
parlers had not been fulfilled and that its loyal behaviour
and the equality guaranteed under the Constitution alike
entitled the Magyar national minority to demand the un
reserved fulfilment of the official promises made so
repeatedly which had been actually made public in the
Press.
Of the complaints and wishes submitted by Vdrady on
the present occasion to the Prime Minister himself we would
refer only to the following: the first thing brought to the
notice of the Premier by Varady was the question of the
Magyar Cultural Union which has been under discussion
already for 21 years; the establishment of the said Union has
not yet been permitted by the competent Minister, despite
the fact that the Magyars living in the Banate of Croatia on
March 3rd last were enabled without interference on the
part of the authorities to establish the Cultural Community
of the Magyars of the Banate of Croatia and that the Ban of
Croatia on April 20th last already approved the Statutes of
this central organisation. In this connection Vdrady noted
that Stanoje Mihaldhzitch, former Minister of the Interior,
who was placed on the retired list on July 18th, when
approached in the matter definitely promised to grant the
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permission required for the establishment of the Union, but
that he too then entirely forgot to keep his word.
Later on Varady once more spoke of the Ordinance for
the restriction of real estate dealings issued on February
24th, 1938, by Milan Simonovitch, then Minister for
Justice, in agreement with the Ministers for War and
Agriculture, which made it practically impossible for minority
citizens (in particular for Magyars and Germans) to acquire
real estate and in many cases even the lease of agrarian land.
The Ministry for Justice had indeed last February — after
repeated interventions on the part of the leaders of the
Magyar and German minorities — issued certain instructions
containing abatements; but the commissions functioning in
the territory of the Woywodeship (Voivodina), which com
prised solely Serb and other Yugoslav Members, were not
putting these instructions into practice and were continuing
in this matter action running counter to the interests and
constitutional rights of citizens belonging to minorities. Then
Varady went on to report that in connection with the enrol
ment of school pupils the educational authorities failed to
give effect to Ordinance No. 26.323 issued on May 15th by
the former Minister of Education, M. Bozho Maximovitch,
which was dealt with in our August number, continuing as
previously to enforce the notorious "name analyis” system
for the purposes of preventing the children of parents whose
names the authorities considered as not purely Magyar but
who themselves professed to being Magyars, from attending
Hungarian schools. When questioned in the matter, all these
educational authorities answer is simply that they have not
received from their superior authorities the instructions or
ordinance to which the parents refer; or they demand the
procural of all kinds of papers and make the parents write
applications that have to be provided with expensive stamps,
by the aid of these and similar measures making it difficult
or even impossible for hundreds of Magyar children to enter
the so-called "parallel sections” of schools in which Magyar
is at least in part the language of instruction.
In addition Varady described to the Prime Minister in
detail the educational situation of the Magyar minority,
referring among other things to the anomaly that in the so33
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called "Magyar section” of the Zenta State grammar school
altogether 2 and in the so-called "Magyar section" of the
Szabadka (Subotica) State Modern School only 3 Magyar
teachers were employed, whereas there were sufficient
numbers of fully qualified teachers of Magyar nationality
available, " these teachers being however prematurely pen
sioned off or scattered at random all over the country among
the Serb secondary schools” . By way of supplementing Varady's data we would note that according to the authentic
figures published in the Report of the “ Cultural Union of
Magyar University Students” issued this July, 10 Magyar
students of the Zagreb Faculty of Arts and 10 Magyar
students of the Belgrade Faculty of Arts have acquired tea
cher's certificates since 1924, and would therefore have been
primarily entitled to appointment to the allegedly “ Magyar"
sections of the two schools referred to above, in which
“ Magyar sections” , however, usually only religion and the
Hungarian language and literature are taught in Hungarian.
This same Report tells us also that during the last academic
year the Zagreb Faculty of Arts had 8 and the Belgrade
Faculty of Arts 10 Magyar students — a number sufficient
to ensure the necessary reserve of teachers even if the
Magyar minority were by the principle of equality of rights
given the same treatment as that meted out to the German
minority in Yugoslavia, which an Ordinance issued on August
23rd by M. Koroshetz, Minister of Education, has empowered
to develop the German lower-grade grammar school at UjVerbasz into an eight-class high-grade grammar school and
to establish a lower-grade grammar school at Apatin and an
eight-class high-grade grammar school at Belgrade. These
three German secondary schools will be maintained out of
the Educational Fund of the German ethnic community; and
that will probably be the case also with the new German
“ real-gymnasium” (combination of classical and modern
school) to be established at Zagreb early in the new schoolyear: that will increase the number of German secondary
schools in Yugoslavia to four.
Premier Tzvetkovitch listened with great interest and
with concentrated attention to the material put before him by
Senator Varady with reference to the above questions and
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also to several important social and economic problems with
which the Magyar minority has to contend, and promised
the immediate redress of the grievances and a favourable
answer in respect of the wishes put forward by the Magyar
minority.
Varady then, accompanied by Leo Dedk, former Member
of the Provincial Diet, called on the Minister for Communica
tions, M. Beschlitz, who has been entrusted with the ad
ministration of the affairs of the Waywodeship, whom he
requested, not only to support him in connection with the
matters referred to above, but also to re-transfer the Magyar
teachers from the districts inhabited by Serbs and Croatians
to the Magyar language areas, to approve without delay the
Statutes of the Magyar cultural associations, to permit the
establishment of an independent private secondary school
under Hungarian management and to agree to the opening
of new parallel elementary school sections with Magyar as the
language of instruction in all places in which a request to
that effect was submitted. As on so many previous occasions,
Minister Beschlitz on the present occasion too promised to
fulfil the requests submitted to him with the least possible
delay. So far, however, — i. e. down to the beginning of the
new school-year — the only part of the Minister’s promises
to be really fulfilled is that under an Ordinance issued by
M. Koroshetz, Minister of Education, in the parallel Magyar
section included in the Belgrade State Teachers’ Training
College there is to be opened in the new school-year too the
first class, for enrolment in which more than 60 persons have
already applied, the same Minister Koroshetz having also
made it possible — as against the provisions of the School
Acts — for the admission to the parallel Magyar section of
the Szabadka (Subotica) high-grade „realgymnasium‘' of
pupils whose mother tongue is Hungarian and who have so
far attended secondary schools in which the language of in
struction is Serbian. When the other promises are likely to
be fulfilled, is a matter which for the present remains a dark
secret.
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